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Still in the original factory shrink wrap, with condition visible through shrink noted. For example, "SW NM "
means shrink wrapped in near-mint condition. Like new with only the slightest wear, many times
indistinguishable from a Mint item. Close to perfect, very collectible. Board games in this condition may be
played but show little to no wear. Lightly used, but almost like new. May show very small spine creases or
slight corner wear. Absolutely no tears and no marks, a collectible condition. May have medium sized creases,
scuff marks, very small stain, etc. Complete and very useable. Fair Very well used, but complete and useable.
May have flaws such as tears, pen marks or highlighting, large creases, stains, marks, a loose map, etc. Poor
Extremely well used and has major flaws, which may be too numerous to mention. Item is complete unless
noted. When only one condition is listed, then the box and contents are in the same condition. A "plus" sign
indicates that an item is close to the next highest condition. A "minus" sign indicates the opposite. Boardgame
counters are punched, unless noted. Due to the nature of loose counters, if a game is unplayable it may be
returned for a refund of the purchase price. In most cases, boxed games and box sets do not come with dice.
The cardboard backing of miniature packs is not graded. If excessively worn, they will be marked as "card
worn. If excessively worn, they will be marked as "tray worn.
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How Aussie is that? And yes, expansive means that Legend Acoustics offers a variety of options of all sizes
many in both passive and active configurations. In the pouch Dr Crawford delivered the units personally and
set-up the DEQX according to measurements taken with a calibrated microphone. The process is quite
straightforward and will take no more than 15 minutes. Pedants can take more measurements and more time
but perhaps very little added value may be wrung from that exertion â€” the DEQX is very precise as long as
the microphone is well-placed within the listening position. For the purpose of this review, Dr Crawford
pre-programmed three different EQ curves and a bypass option. These can be switched at the flick of a button
via the comprehensive remote control provided with the DEQX. The Big Red Actives BRAs are a 3-way
featuring an Eton Germany Magnesium alloy ceramic-coated tweeter of extremely low distortion and chosen
for its neutrality throughout its wide bandwidth. The crucial midrange is handled via a 4 inch SB Acoustics
aluminium midrange with underhung voice coil, said to possess extremely low distortion due to remaining
pistonic well above the 3kHz suggested crossover point. Finally, a SEAS 10 inch high power high excursion
driver handles the low frequencies. This heavy 10kg driver features a massive magnet system, an aluminium
cast frame and a large 56mm 4-layer voice coil. Cone excursion is said to be up to 56mm which, combined
with the pistonic operation and low distortion makes for powerful bass registers. So, given all the available
hardware and software on board the DEQX and the versatility of the amplified speaker as a system, the only
requirement from the end user is the source. The BRAs are available in two real wood veneer finishes, a light
oak and a reddish jarrah. A lacquer is applied providing a semi-gloss lustre. Also provided are a full sculpted
grille or, if you like your speakers semi-naked, a single round grille covers the woofer while the mid and
tweeter drivers are left a la naturel. So effective is the DEQX room tuning that moving the speakers about
would be an exercise in wasted energy and a potential back ache. In the case of the BRAs, with the in-built
amplification precisely dedicated to wringing the very best from all the drivers â€” perhaps most notably from
that superb incher â€” the potential in-room results could be revelatory. And that is one of uncompromising
neutrality and seemingly unbending observance to accuracy. This is a clean sound that neither sweetens nor
brightens the presentation things that could be added via the DEQX, should you wish to. This should not be
misinterpreted as the BRAs being boring or over de-sensitised. In fact, quite opposite. The sound has a
quickness and startling attack in terms of both transient information and overall dynamic expression. And
obviously notable is the extraordinary low level resolution of nuance and micro-dynamics. The BRAs were
equally subtle in the tonal and harmonic recreation of hammer on string and vicious in the handling of the
powerful drum attacks. The bass notes were delineated against the musical onslaught and defined in terms of
detail. The Ncore amplifiers are not only able to provide superb dynamics but they are also very adept at
providing tonal and harmonic information to the dedicated drivers. The BRAs cover the entire frequency span
of the cello accurately, dipping to the lowest notes while instantly surging to the opposing end of the scale my
estimate roughly from 30Hz to 8kHz if you include lower and upper harmonics. Of course all this low
distortion and resolution provides benefits in terms of instrument separation and immediacy in vocals. Ditto
for his softer articulations with his voice, his piano, harmonica and, again, the hard-strummed guitar
throughout the album. Conclusion On paper, and often in practice, the concept of an active speaker makes
absolute sense and has great potential to surpass passive designs. Especially when it comes to detail and
dynamics. Are you a strict accuracy-at-all-costs guy? Or do you crave a tad of nutritious sweet syrup to your
musical fare? What more can a music lover ask for? Edgar Kramer This email address is being protected from
spambots. You need JavaScript enabled to view it. Five years parts and labour. This email address is being
protected from spambots.
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Legend of Big Red Man o' War never won the Triple Crown, but staked his claim to the title of greatest horse in history.
Getty Images. T here was no such thing as a.

By Lindsey Fisher June 04, Big Red is a name that brings respect and awe from muscle car fans of every
generation, and one that has struck fear in those exotic tuner types for the last twenty plus years. Covered and
praised by practically every muscle car, Chevy, pro-touring and hot rod magazine in the country, Big Red is
the epitome of a legend- boisterous, unruly and straight up bad right down to the very bolts that hold it
together. But before the film is released later this year, we wanted to go back to where the legend of Big Red
began, recap it for those of you who have watched the famous red Camaro slaughter its competition since the
80s, and bring to light the legend that is Big Red. The Legend Begins The legend of Big Red started back in
when Dan Gottlieb and his son RJ set out to create the baddest muscle car alive; one that would beat any
road-worthy production car in existence. It was also about him and his father getting into racing together. The
original Big Red is seen here prepping for an event. While Big Red has been rebuilt since, it still resembles
much of what the original looked like. After starting third in the race, Big Red quickly caught up to the first
and second place vehicles, which each started a minute apart to prevent any kind of accidents caused by
passing on the course. The End Of An Era? Holding onto the lead at over mph, something went wrong and the
car swerved off the road and crashed, ending in a heap of twisted metal. The damage obtained by Big Red in
the accident was tragic, but both RJ Gottlieb and Chris Kaufmann were lucky enough to walk away unscathed.
The second build of Big Red used a sturdier stock car tube chassis rather than a stock Camaro chassis. It
captures the middle ground. Big Red 2 made its glorious return to racing just months after the accident,
showing race enthusiasts what the rebuilt car could do with three consecutive wins at the La Carrera Road
Race. In addition to the tube chassis, Big Red was fitted with its original all-aluminum, dry-sump ci Donavan
engine that was overhauled by Larry Mollicone. Dyno tests of this engine showed hp and ft-lbs of torque were
capable of being produced without the need of any forced induction. Big Red also received Koni coilovers and
shocks, a 9-inch Detroit Locker rearend, fuel cell, Jerrico four-speed transmission and twin-caliper vented disc
brakes. With a few tweaks along the way, the second Big Red Camaro went on to make history. The legendary
red Camaro also proved to be the talk of the town at the second Silver State Classic Challenge in On a mile
stretch of highway running between Lund and Hiko, Nevada, Big Red caused a stir that year. With a minute
second race time, an average speed of At just 19 years old, RJ Gottlieb set the record for Silver State that
competitors still try to top today. The following year, Big Red took the title at the Silver State Classic again,
this time averaging Paired up against highly modified production cars like a big-block Iroc-Z, boosted 20th
Anniversary Trans Am, twin-turbo Testarossa and an AC Cobra, Big Red did what it does best, slaughtering
the competition with a mph trap speed. Big Red posted up an amazing mph top speed. Big Red was officially a
legend and everyone could recognize it. Large displacement, big brake, wide tire-wielding copycats started
showing up left and right and the pro-touring movement began. After RJ got more involved in Super
Production racing, Big Red was sent to the Laughlin, Nevada car museum in , where it sat on display for eight
years. However, in , the Gottliebs decided it was time for Big Red to shine again and they started a full rebuild
of the car. With a fresh new red and white paint job from Mike Face Auto Paint, Big Red was ready to take on
another generation of hot rods, supercars and pro-touring beasts. Packing A Punch Since its second rebirth,
Big Red has seen many engine and suspension upgrades, ultimately equipping the car with upwards of 1,hp
for some races. For eight years, Big Red sat in a museum but no amount of time could make anyone forget
about this legendary Camaro. Inside, the block was stuffed with With components like this, Big Red is
equipped for even the toughest abuse. While spitting out 1,hp is jaw-dropping, the Monster Motor also has an
optional hp shot of nitrous hooked up to it. Big Red now makes use of three different engines, depending on
what type of competition RJ is driving in. The dual quad engine is backed by a Liberty Road Race style
four-speed transmission with long shifter, a McLeod Also, six and four-piston Baer calipers are used in the
front and rear respectively, and inch rotors used all the way around for adequate stopping power. Here, Big
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Red goes through its extensive checklist before any competition. In the rear, Big Red also sports QA1
double-adjustable coilovers but with pound springs and a Panard bar-backed three-link suspension system. A
Ford 9-inch floater 31 spline spool rearend and a custom 2: At every event, Big Red continues to be the car to
beat. To prove it, Big Red recently laid down a speed of There is just no limit to what the legendary Camaro
is capable of. In addition to its racing, Big Red has also seen some Hollywood action since its rebirth,
appearing in the fourth film of the Fast and the Furious franchise in You can find Big Red in the movie at
minute marker
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The Legend of the Big Red Chicken is the first episode of Dora the Explorer from Season One as well as the series
premiere.

That was the year Babe Ruth broke launched imaginations by hitting an inconceivable 54 home runs â€” 25
more than his own Major League record. That was the first year women had the right to vote, and their vote
turned the election to Warren G. When you see a list of Triple Crown-winning horses, you will always see Sir
Barton listed first. There were not even unofficial mentions of the Triple Crown until , and no horse was said
to have won the Triple Crown in the Racing Form until Gallant Fox in Sir Barton was only entered in the race
to quicken the pace for the other horses. He took the lead early just like planned, only no horse was able to
catch him â€” Sir Barton went wire-to-wire and won by five lengths. Sir Barton was rushed to Baltimore,
again he took the early lead, again no other horse could catch him. He won the Preakness by four lengths.
About a month later â€” this after winning the Withers Stakes â€” Sir Barton rolled to an
American-record-setting victory at the Belmont Stakes. Most newspapers did not even mention it. No one had
yet thought of connecting those three races. He was sent back, and while jockey Johnny Loftus was turing him
around, the race was started. It could happen to anyone. But, as it turned out, jockey Loftus ran into bad racing
luck. Every move he made seemed to get cut off. And everyone understood it was just one of those racing
things that happen. Then, the loss took on epic proportions. Pettingill would be questioned about it constantly.
And it all but destroyed the career of Loftus. At the end of the year, he lost his jockey license and it was
probably because of his ride that day in Saratoga. It was clearly a badly bungled ride, but there was never any
charge that Loftus did anything other than lose his head. The charge that he threw that race haunted him for
the rest of his life. And, to give you yet another indication of how different things were then, the first thing he
did was skip the Kentucky Derby. Well, that was a sign of the times. Remember in those days the Preakness
was just after the Derby â€” 10 days later in The decision was easy: There would be no run for the roses. He
still beat Paul Jones by 25 lengths. Big Red was rested and primed for the Preakness; he promptly set a track
record even though the new jockey Charles Kummer held him back for the last furlong. He breezed to a
two-length victory with Kummer again pulling him back in the last part of the race. The victory was so easy
and done with so little effort that something happened: At the Belmont, for example, only two horses entered
the race and one of those scratched just before the start. As it turns out, the odds should have been much
higher. Big Red beat Donnacona by 20 lengths. What was left after that? Only one horse, John P. This created
at least a little buzz. The hype was immense â€¦ and ridiculous. Nobody could beat Big Red. Videos, photos,
tweets and more This realization actually led to one of the greatest moments in horse racing history. There was
a tremendous effort by Belmont track promoters and newspaper reporters to stir up some competition. But
nobody took up the challenge. And it looked like the Lawrence Realization would be a walkover. Even those
extreme odds were ridiculously underpriced; Hoodwink was appropriately named. It was like saying my
mouth is a 1-to favorite against a piece of a chocolate cake. The race was clearly absurd and a sham. But the
idea was that even an absurd sham of a race is better than no race at all. He ran the race in 2: It was estimated
that he beat Hoodwinked by lengths. What can be said after that? Like Alexander the Great, there were no
worlds left to conquer. That race happened October 12, , in Canada. He beat Sir Barton by seven lengths, with
his jockey pulling back on the reins at the finish.
Chapter 5 : "Dora" The Big Red Chicken (TV Episode ) - Plot Summary - IMDb
It's also thought to be the home of Big Red, a giant and elusive fish, a true legend of the local area. And Barney and
Liam are determined to find him and catch him. But they're about to discover that there's much more to be found at
Bailey's Swamp than some big old fish.
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One of the most popular with Wine-Searcher users compared with other wines from Western Cape. The popularity of
this wine has increased considerably over the past year.A diverse array of wines are made by this producer including
those from Stores and prices for 'KWV The Legend of Big Bill Red, Western Cape'.

Chapter 7 : The Legend of Big Red Robe Narien Blog
In honor of this legendary '69 Camaro, filmmaker and long time fan, Josh Oliver, has created a documentary following
Big Red's story as the legend embraces another chapter of its life.

Chapter 8 : KWV The Legend of Big Bill Red, Western Cape | prices, stores, tasting notes and market data
Play The Legend of Big Foot at Red Spins online casino, home to over exciting slot and casino games. Get up to Â£ in
Welcome Bonuses when you join.

Chapter 9 : KWV The Legend of Big Bill, South Africa, Western Cape - CellarTracker
Big Legend () Watch Online Free, An ex-soldier ventures into the Pacific Northwest to uncover the truth behind his
fiance's disappearance.
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